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Abstract
Microcirculation plays an essential and functional role in the human body and reflects people’s physical
status with microscopic detail. For peripheral microcirculation, nail-fold microscopy is a convenient and
non-invasive tool since the capillaries in the nail-fold are well arranged and parallel to the skin, which is
advantageous for microscopic visualization. Further, nail-fold capillaroscopy information is widely useful.
In diagnosis, various diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus and cardiac diseases can be
detected and predicted at an early stage with capillaroscopic patterns and capillary blood velocity. For
medical experiments, capillaroscopic information can be used to monitor drug effects and other medical
treatments.

Though nail-fold capillaroscopy is of significant convenience, it is not widely used. Currently, there is no
commercial product with those functions due to the limitations of the equipment, such as microscope
resolution and lens magnification. Besides, there is no concrete standard for measurement procedures
or objective rules for quantitive data analysis.

This thesis proposes a reliable system estimating nail-fold capillary blood flow velocity. It is tested and
applied to the microscope from Optilia. In this work, various image and video processing methods are
discussed in detail and tested in practice. Taking computational load and equipment limitations into
consideration, the system applies frame enhancement and video stabilization. It uses dual-window and
correlation methods to estimate the velocity of red blood cells in nail-fold capillaries. In order to test the
reliability of the system, the obtained results are compared with the outcome of direct observation. It
turns out that the chosen methods employed in the system provide rational results within 5 pixel bias.
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1. Introduction
Microcirculation, shouldering the duty of substance exchange, is the smallest circulation system which
has drawn the attention of medical and engineering professionals recently. This chapter firstly illustrates
microcirculation and its valuable medical usages, then describe the specific problem that this thesis
addresses. And at the end of this chapter, the structure of the thesis is outlined.

1.1 Introduction to microcirculation
Microcirculation system is consisted of capillaries, terminal arterioles and venules [1]. It plays an
essential role in human body supplying oxygen and nutritive substances, and to remove the
metabolized waste. In the system, capillaries connect the arterial and venal systems and offer
significant information revealing people’s health conditions. Capillaries distribute all over human body,
however, only sublingual, mucosa and skin capillaries can be observed directly due to the position of
capillaries and the limitation of microscopy. And in aforementioned three, nail-folds capillaries are well
arranged and nearly parallel to the skin which enables good quality of microscopic visualization with a
video camera [10].

According to previous study, microcirculation information including capillary morphic patterns and
microcirculatory behaviors, can be used as reference for doctors to detect or confirm potential diseases
with other symptoms and researchers for control experiments. It has been found that a broad range of
diseases such as rheumatological diseases [2], cardiac diseases [5], systemic diseases (sclerosis [3],
lupus erythematosus [1], etc), hypertension [4] and diabetes [6] usually accompany with microvascular
lesions in some parts of or the whole body [3,7]. For example, in Figure 1.1, the capillary pattern in (b)
image is one kind of abnormal which could be found in arterial hypertension[4]. Besides, medical
treatments, drug effects [8] and virus infection [9] also have influence microcirculation with symptoms of
microvessels.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1 Normal capillaries (a) and abnormal capillaries (b) with loss capillary, enlarged loops and
bleeding

1.2 Motivation and Problem Define
As mentioned above, microcirculation reveals valuable medical information which can be applied in
various diseases. Among all the capillaries distributed over human body, nail-fold capillaries draw
special attention because of its advantaged distribution and unconcealed medical information.
Thus nail-fold capillaroscopy is regarded as a non-invasive and convenient tool which is widely
used to evaluate the microcirculation.

For distribution, nail-fold region is easy to access and the first row of nail-folds capillaries are
almost parallel to the skin and present most morphology with microscopic visualization. Detailed
advantages of nail-fold capillary distribution will be elaborated in Section 2.1.1. And for its medical
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usage, previous nail-fold capillaroscopy study offers a solid basement in numerous fields of medical
science. For example, in hemodynamics field, it is studied in [4] that effects of specific drugs on
hypertensive patients will influence the means of capillary blood velocity which is increased after
patients taking the anti-hypertensive drug “Enalapril”. For the neonate field, in paper [11], the blood
velocity of neonate’s capillary is detected and compared with adults’ velocity which was found no
obvious difference using a computerized videophotometric method. In [12], Gallucci et al found that
nail-fold videocapillaroscopy (NVC) was a one of the best diagnostic techniques in the field of
rheumatology. That is proved in [13] that insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients can be
obviously distinguished with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) patients by observing
microcirculation behavior. And in the field of chronic disease, it is found that microcirculation abnormality
usually appears before the typical symptoms of the diseases occurred [5]. From the above research, it
can be seen that in the last twenty years, nail-fold capillaroscopy has growing importance in a wide
range of medical filed and it is worthy of further digging and study.

Though capillaroscopy has shown a high potential of clinical and research usage, there still existed
some difficulties and problems needed to be solved. Firstly, the nail-fold capillary possesses many
characters including diameter, shape, blood flow velocity and so on which are observed and
detected as diagnostic reference for potential diseases. And for different diseases, the
abnormalities will reflex on different characters and mostly on several combinations of properties.
That adds the difficulties on finding rules of the corresponding reflections of each disease. Also it
lacks quantifying and objective standards to process the property data and for reference.

Among the nail-fold capillary studies, the morphology of capillaries[1,2,3,7,9,etc] drew more attention
and have been discussed both medically and technically. However, the microcirculation dynamic
behaviors have not got sufficient study. For medical usage, taking capillary blood velocity for example,
besides the aforementioned exchange functions, it can also be used to calculate oxyhemoglobin
amount and the ability of oxygen transportation which has no sufficient study. And technically, though
some researches have studied on improving the measurement of detecting capillary blood flow velocity,
unfortunately, there is no standard scheme or methods to guarantee reliable data of velocity. The
inadequacy of current existing methods will be discussed in Chapter 2.3.

In detecting capillary blood flow velocity in the microcirculation, there exist many difficulties. Currently,
the blood flow properties, are primarily determined “by the relatively high concentration of red blood
cells (RBCs)”[16] with present microscopy technique. And in practice, capillaroscopy cannot always
guarantee presenting images and videos with balanced illuminance and clear view. Also, nail-fold
microscopes from different companies have various properties —— resolution, magnification,
illumination, etc, which means there is no general method that works on each kind of microscope.
Besides, if we want to apply the velocity function on commercial products, relatively low computation
complexity is require as well as friendly user interface and interaction.

Thus nail-fold capillary blood flow velocity is an interesting topic worth study. The inadequacy of current
processing routine motives seeking proper algorithms and developing a reliable system to detect
nail-fold capillary blood velocity. And it is of more challenges and meaning if the system can be applied
on commercial products.

1.3 Thesis Objective
As illustrated above, nail-fold capillary provides valuable information for both doctors and researchers.
This study, inspired by previous work, aims to further investigate efficient and reliable algorithms for
extracting microcirculation behavior information —— capillary blood velocity, and develop a complete
system which can be easily applied for commercial products. Since the thesis project is conducted
under the company Optilia, the concrete implementation goal is to build function models for the software
Optipix of capillaroscopy using video processing techniques. For thesis project, it has two target goals:
generating nail-fold capillary panorama and estimating nail-fold blood flow velocity from video resources
obtained from Optilia capillaroscopy. The algorithms for these two functions are both tested in Matlab
first then implemented using C++ with OpenCV and Qt. But in this thesis, it will only focus on discussing
blood flow estimation which can be applied on both normal and abnormal capillaries.
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In order to estimate nail-fold capillary blood velocity, the preliminary study is to enhance frames and
stabilize the video resource considering inevitable hand trembles. Thus it can be divided into the
following sub-goals:

1. Find proper algorithms to enhance frames for the sake of visualization qualities and further
processing.

2. Stabilize frames to remove hand shake noises.

3. Detect the path of RBCs and estimate the distance.

4. Find time interval for corresponding movement and calculate the velocity.

1.4 Delimitations
For this thesis project, processed videos are assumed to be taken by capillaroscope from company
Optilia with three types of lens (M=200×, 300× and 500×). Video resources are supposed to be taken
professionally (proper focus on capillaries, suitable illumination, etc) for both panorama generation and
velocity estimation. And videos for velocity are assumed to be taken as stable as possible while videos
for panorama do not have this requirement.

1.5 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is constituted of five chapters. Chapter 1 describes the problem that the thesis addresses,
the motivation and goals of the thesis, and also outlines the structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 presents
relevant background information about microcirculation, capillary and Optilia medical microscopy. It
also discuss current existing methods and algorithms for estimating capillary blood velocity. Chapter 3
presents concrete theories and methods that can be used to solve research problems. Chapter 4
depicts how to implement the methods and algorithms and get the final results. In Chapter 5 the results
are reported and discussed. The last chapter makes a summary of this research and brings forward
future study.

2. Background and Related Work
In the beginning of this chapter, the structure of nail-fold capillary is illustrated and so is its working
functions. After that, information of Optilia capillaroscope is depicted as well. In order to study
microcirculation behaviors, a number instruments and methods have been developed and applied in
measuring capillary blood velocity. The second part of this chapter will introduce and discuss widely
used means of estimating velocity.

2.1 Background
2.1.1 Nail-fold Capillary

With the view of the whole circulation system, only a small amount of blood flows in microcirculation.
However, it plays an important role in circulation with three physiological functions [15]: “transportation
and exchanges of substances, communication among tissues and cells and control of blood flow”.

Capillaries are the smallest blood vessels in microcirculation system. Although capillaries distribute all
over human body, only in mucosa, skin and sublingual parts, capillaries can be observed directly by
microscope. Among them, nail-fold capillary is the most convenient to access and visualize.

Shown in Figure 2.2, there are mainly four structural and functional advantages of nail-fold capillary [3,
5, 10, 14, 15]:

1. Nail-fold capillaries are superficial which is more light penetrable. In that way, nail-fold capillary
microscopy (NVM) is non-invasive and has no side effect.

2. Capillaries in nail-fold are well arranged and nearly parallel to epidermis while capillaries in other
areas are more vertical. This makes the derivation of blood flow velocity more precisely.

3. Compared with other capillary visible parts, there are more capillaries distributed in nail-fold.
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4. Nail-fold capillaries are pretty sensitive and easily influenced by various stimulation.

In this way, nail-fold microscopy has been taken as a convenient tool for diagnosis and research.

Figure 2.1 Cross-section of nail-fold [5]

Healthy(Normal) nail-fold capillaries have a characteristic ‘hairpin’ shape [18] shown in Figure 2.1 and
Figure 2.2: one thin straight input branch (arterial limb) and a thick output branch (venous limb) with a
‘u-turn’ at its apex. For abnormal capillaries, the appearance varies a lot owing to different causes.
Generally, there are four main types of abnormalities [18,19]: enlarged capillary loops(two type:
homogeneous and irregular), capillaries loss, angiogenesis including tortuosity, branching and
anastomosed loops, and capillary hemorrhages (extravasates) which is displayed in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2 Healthy nail-fold capillary structure

According to paper [9,14,15], 1) increased diameters and multiple contours of capillaries indicate “a
connective tissue disease or macroglobulinemia”, 2) a rapid decrease in the amount of capillaries
usually accompany with a low blood pressure, and 3) capillaries with increased diameter and a slowing
down blood velocity or even a pause hint critical infections. From above examples, it can be seen that
capillary morphologies [10,16] (capillary diameters, capillary contours, capillary number, hemorrhage,
etc) are of great importance and reveal physical status.
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Figure 2.3 Abnormal capillaries: (a) hemorrhages (b) branching (c) enlarged loops and capillary loss (d)
anastomosed loops (e) tortuosity

Currently, there are several available imaging techniques, such as capillaroscopy, orthogonal
polarization spectral (OPS) and side-stream dark field(SDF) imaging. For all of them, ‘‘vessels’’ are only
visualized in the presence of RBCs[20], which means that estimating capillary blood flow velocity is
actually detecting the movement of RBCs.

2.1.2 Optilia Nail-fold Microscopy

As aforementioned, the thesis project is conduct in Optilia, which is a manufacture of optical instruments
and photographic equipment. Optilia provides a complete solution for nail-fold capillary visualization.

The core component is a digital video capillaroscope called Mediscope (Figure 2.4) equipped with 500x,
300x, 200x and 100x magnification high resolution lenses fulfilling various needs for nail-fold capillaries
examination. As shown in Figure 2.4, contact fluid adapter can be attached on different magnification
lenses. With a provided non-contact adapter, it makes it possible to do examinations without touching
patients when it is in need. When performing contact capillary examinations, a few drops of immersion
oil is needed before the examination for better visualization. Insufficient oil will cause unclear images,
while too much oil will cause reflections(Figure 2.5). To avoid unneeded reflections, it is better to title the
device around 30-45 degrees. In order to have a more stable position while doing examinations,
Mediscope can be attached to a focusing stand besides hand-held. And images could be taken either by
triggering a button (image capture switch) or by a foot switch which intends to reduce unnecessary
movement of tested finger. The whole set of capillaroscopy products is displayed in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.4 Optilia Mediscope
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 Effects of different amount of immersion oil: (a) too much oil (b) not enough quantity of oil

The Optilia's capillaroscopy lenses use manual focus which works quicker compared with automatic
ones since there is no waiting time for the system to refocus. The focus can be modified with tilting the
device and once the focus is settled, the lens is also lockable to prevent unexpected changes. Users
can also adjust lighting intensity directly on microscope since the illumination function is built inside
Mediscope with a LED light.

Figure 2.6 Optilia Capillaroscopy products

Combining with easy to use yet powerful software——OptiPix Capillaroscopy, Optilia provides functions
for image and video recording, measurements and scoring of capillaries. Figure 2.7 shows OptiPix
working interface. With OptiPix, “patients' data is encrypted in a secure data base and can only be
accessed by authorized personnel”[21].
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Figure 2.7 OptiPix interface

2.2 Related work
In order to measure capillary blood velocity, a quantity of methods and instruments have been studied
and developed. Based on the format of measurement, widely used microscopy approaches can be
grouped into two categories. One simply applies microscopic-imaging technology for visualization and
the other uses assistant methods such as laser-illumination[22] or labeling RBCs with fluorescein
isothiocyanate [16].

For both of these two methods, the basic idea of estimating blood velocity is the same which is finding
the length of red blood cells’ movement Δl and the time interval Δt for this movement, then calculating
the velocity using the formula v=Δl/Δt. The main differences lie on how to get Δl and Δt. In the view of the
microscopy products from Optilia, only methods belong to the former group are considered and
discussed in this paper. In the following part, most widely applied methods from microscopic-imaging
technology are classified into four groups and discussed in details.

1.Direct Observation Method

This method requires high level quality of microscopic frames and clear movement of blood cells which
can be observed by naked eyes. As shown in the figure below, blood cells’ locations are detected and
marked manually on two consecutive frames. After that, the distance Δd between two centers of the
blood cells in two frames is computed. And the time interval Δt of consecutive frames can be calculated
as 1/Δf (frame rate of video) second. Then the aforementioned formula v=Δd/Δt can be applied to
calculate the RBCs velocity.

This method is straightforward and easy to implement, but the accuracy of results highly depend on
operation people and quality of frames.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8 Two consecutive frames (a) frame k and (b) frame k+1

2. Dual-windows Method

This method has been studied and developed in many papers[15,23,24,25,etc] with the basic
mechanism that locates two observing windows with the same size along the examined capillary shown
in Figure 2.9. And then the capillary blood flow velocity can be estimated using the formula(1).

Figure 2.9 Dual-windows method

The dual-windows method was originally proposed by Wayland [24] to inspect mesentery
microcirculation which was called “dual slits” at that time. Then the dual-windows method was formally
declared in [25]. And in paper [26], circular windows were applied instead of rectangles which was found
to offer more accurate velocity estimations.

Blood cells
Blood cells
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Although aforementioned papers all used dual-windows method to detect velocity, the implementation
varies enormously from window locations, window shapes to window sizes. For example, in paper [23],
the locations of two windows were predefined while in [26], the location of the second window was
determined by cross correlation between two successive frames. Despite of the differences, there is a
general scheme for dual-windows method.

The first step of dual-windows method is stabilize the video resource and remove the involuntary
vibration of examiners. Then the next step is to pick a clear capillary out of the chosen microscopic
frame from the stabilized video. After that, two observation windows named Window A and Window B
which are of the same size are located within the region of chosen capillary (shown in Figure 2.9)
manually [15,23] or semi-automatically [26]. The average gray levels [26], monochrome channel [15] or
combination of several color channels [23] are inspected along with the time sequence. Ideally, the
average value of Window A and Window B using Ga(t) and Gb(t) to denote respectively, should have
obvious character like single peak (shown in Figure 2.10) which can be used to determine the time
interval.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10 Average values evaluated from pixels within (a)

Window A, and (b) Window B.

The dual-windows method is easy to implement and has relatively high processing speed. After locating
two observing windows properly, the rest calculation is not complicated to evaluate the capillary blood
velocity. The disadvantage of this method is that the reliability of final results are sensitive to the
locations of two observation windows. In Section 3.4, the rules of locating windows will be further
discussed.

3. Single-window Method

Similar with dual-windows method, there is single-window method as well which locates one window
within the area of capillary and calculates the correlation with itself at different time spot to get RBCs’
movement distance in order to estimate velocity. This method is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 Single-window method [28] (a) grey level profile at time t (b) grey level profile at time t+1/50
second

(a) (b)
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4. Optical Flow Method

Optical flow method [27, 29] is one kind of motion estimating methods. For this method, it usually works
with pre-assumptions: the pixel intensities of a moving object do not change between successive
frames and neighboring pixels have similar motion behavior[27].

Using this method gets the 2D vector field from consecutive frames where each vector shows the
movement of points from first frame to second as shown in Figure 2.12 and arrows represent the
velocity vector of RBCs.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.12 Two consecutive frames and velocity flow field [15] (a) frame k and (b) frame k+1 (c) velocity
flow field of RBCs

2.3 Methods Analysis
Compared four methods above, they have their own advantages and disadvantages which are shown in
Table 2.1. For the direct observation method, it demands very clear frames which increases the level of
difficulty measuring capillary blood velocity. In order to obtain accurate results using this method,
examiner should be professional and have experience of using capillaroscope taking images or videos.
Otherwise, a number of image processing techniques need applying on each frames before RBCs’
locations being marked. This method has high dependence on performers. Considering that optical flow
is one of motion estimating methods, other motion estimating methods such as feature tracking may
work on measuring capillary blood flow velocity as well which is test in Chapter 4. Among these four
methods, the optical flow method provides the most information of capillary blood velocity while the
direct observation method is the fastest and simplest to implement. Single-window method generally
requires to locate the window within a straight area of chosen capillary. That works for normal capillaries,
but may be invalid for abnormal capillaries with twisted morphology.

Table 2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of four methods

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Direct Observation Method Quick, direct and easy to
implement

High requirements on frame
quality and high subjectiveness

Dual-windows Method Simple implementation with low
computation load

Sensitive to window locations
and has upper limits for velocity

depends on frame rate

Single-window Method Easy to implement Requires good quality of frame
and has upper velocity limitation.

Not high accuracy.

Optical Flow Method Dynamic and offer more
information than above three

methods

High computation complexity
and time-consuming
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3. Theory and Methods
In Chapter 2, four popular methods in estimating capillary blood velocity have been introduced. No
matter which method is applied, it can not be applied independently. Videos acquired from medical
microscopy probably do not have qualified quality in their original form due to lens magnificent, lack of
proper lightning, out of focus or inherent noise. Besides that, breath and heart beat and other factors will
result in unconsciously tremble on fingers which is amplified by magnification of microscope lens and
influence the accuracy of blood velocity estimation. Pre-processing on frames is necessary and the
efficiency of the pre-processing highly determine the precision of final results. In order to estimate
nail-fold capillary blood velocity reliably, a whole system is in need whose main process is shown in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 The main process of estimating capillary blood velocity

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a clear view of the research methods of each step in
pre-processing of estimating blood velocity. Section 3.1 describes the main methods in frame
enhancement. In this section, most methods discussed and analyzed here have been applied in
previous capillary blood velocity research. Section 3.2 explains the techniques used to stabilize frames
or call it register images.And Section 3.3 addresses the shortages of previous methods and analyze the
situation and difficulties of the thesis project.

3.1 Frame Enhancement
In this part, many frame enhancement methods and theories will be discussed such color space
composition and contrast enhancement.

3.1.1 Color Space Composition

For digital nail-fold capillaroscopy images, they have the nature that are noisy and have low-contrast,
which makes it necessary to transform and analyze images on one or combined color spaces [33] to get
better image quality. Many researches has delved into this aspect for emphasizing vasculature in order
to apply simpler blood vessel detection and blood velocity estimation methods computationally and
conceptionally. In paper [31, 32, 33], color space components are analyzed in a quantitive way. It is
widely proved that green channel of RGB and grayscale image perform decently among the traditional
color space components as shown if Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of each color component [33]

Instead of using a single color channel, more studies prefer to employ combination of color space
components to get better image quality. In [23], a filter is applied to filter out red color which offers a
clearer view of nail-fold capillaries and in [30], it is proved that the combination of red and green color
component weighted with -0.5 and 15 respectively shows highest sensitivity and specificity in detecting
capillaries. And the intensity difference between red and green channels can be used for tracking
capillary starting points [31].

For studies using dual-windows method to estimate capillary blood flow velocity, the choices of color
space component differ numerous. In [15], RGB frames are decomposed into green channel
monochromes primarily while in [23] uses the combination of green and blue components. [27,28] use
grayscale profile to estimate velocity and in [30], it uses the original RGB frames for registration. Also in
some papers [24, 25, 26], though they display grey level figures, no instructions are given for which
color space components are used.

3.1.2 Histogram Equalization

Histogram equalization is a widely used technique to enhance image contrast using the image’s
histogram [34]. This technique remaps images’ grayscale based on the assumption that the grasyscle of
image is uniformly distributed over all areas which is not valid in capillaroscopic images. Under this case,
an adaptive histogram equalization technique is more suitable which can significantly improve the
performance compared with the standard enhancement approach. Adaptive histogram equalization
finds mapping relations with taking each pixel’s neighborhood grayscale distribution into consideration
at the mean time add computation load.

Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) is a method that combines contrast limiting
approach with the aforementioned adaptive histogram equalization [35]. As shown in Figure 3.3, instead
of neighboring pixels, CLAHE takes neighboring regions into mapping calculation. According to paper
[35, 36], CLAHE has shown decent results on medical images.
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Figure 3.3 CLAHE (a) One region with all of its neighboring regions. (b) Pixel p from quadrant 1 of
(i, j) region and its relation with respect to the centers of its four neighborhood regions.

For this method, firstly, the image is divided into several non-overlapping regions with equal sizes or
similar sizes and histogram of each region is calculated. Then, we obtain clipped histograms based on a
desired contrast expansion limit. After that comes to the redistribution of each histogram with its height
within the clip limit. Finally, cumulative distribution functions of the contrast limited histograms are used
for grayscale mapping [35, 36].

Histogram equalization is widely applied in the study of microscopic images [5, 15, 18, etc ] which are
generally noisy and have low-contrast due to the limitation of medical microscopy. In [15], global
histogram equalization is applied on monochrome frames and paper [20] adopts CLAHE using the
transfer function illustrated in [36].

Although histogram equalization is convenient and has significant improvement on image contrast, it
may have influence on the vessel geometry and therefore should be measured carefully with proper
threshold.

3.2 Video Stabilization
Video stabilization, which is also referred as image registration, is a pivotal step in removing noise and
shaking from video resources. It has been widely investigated in many fields (medical, mechanical, etc)
where various approaches have been proposed. Based on the ways of motion estimation, video
stabilization approaches can be classified into two groups: intensity-based and feature-based methods
[43].

The intensity-based approaches include optical flow method[27, 38, 39], block matching method[5, 8,
15] and image correlation method[20,30]. The advantage of this group of methods are that they can be
applied at most common scenarios and are inherently robust to outliers. For example, in [27], image
registration was implemented by finding maximal mutual information (MI) between the template image
and float images to eliminate shifting.

Compared with intensity-based approaches, in general, feature-based methods are less robust but
more accurate in estimating global motion. There are a number of features to describe for motion
estimation [40, 41, 42, ] including edge, corners, scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) and speed up
robust features (SURF). For SIFT and SURF, these features are invariant to image scaling and rotation
and have been widely used for matching, tracking and stabilization [41,42].

3.2.1 Block Matching Algorithm

The basic rule of block matching is shown in Figure 3.4. The feasibility of this method is based on the
assumption that the frame sequence is rotate-invariant and deformed-invariant. Its usability is proved in
paper [8] and [15] which aims to detect the motion between two consecutive frames in a block-wise way.
For whole frames to be stabilized, the blocks are usually defined by dividing frames into
non-overlapping regions. If only a part of frames are needed, region of interest (ROI) on reference
image can be used as blocks. Each block from the present frame is matched into a block from the
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destination frame by shifting the current block over the destination frame. In order to get the best match,
differences between the gray values of the two blocks is computed at each shift. And the shift which
shows the smallest difference means at that position two blocks match most.

To find the best matched blocks, there are four ways to calculate the difference between two blocks
searching the whole frame: “Mean Square Difference (MSD), Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD),
Cross-correlation Coefficient (CC), and Standard deviation of gray-level ratio (SDGR)” [15].

Figure 3.4 Block Matching Method [15]

Among the four methods, SAD is the most popular measure as it requires less computational time than
the other methods. It is defined as
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Similar to SAD, the mean square difference (MSD) also sums up pixel gray value difference. The only
change is that the summed gray-level difference is squared and normalized by the total number of
calculated pixels. This method is presented as equation 2.
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In both aforementioned equations, reference image is denoted as R(i, j) and the destination image as
S(i, j), where i and j are the pixel coordinates of reference image.S

After applying block-matching algorithm on successive frames, the shifting distance of the second one
will be known and then realign it to the reference image based on the matching criterion. This process
will repeat until the end of subsequent frames. In this way, video clip is stabilized. And using this method,
it is convenient to get stabilized ROI video.

And there are two matching schemes: 1)matching all the frames to the first image and 2)matching each
frame to the preceding one. The choice of schemes highly depends on the video resource.

3.2.2 SURF Stabilization

As shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6, SURF feature has better performance considering success tracking
rate and computational cost per feature compared with other feature-based estimation methods.

The basis idea of this method is to extract the shifting of feature points from the matches of SURF
descriptors in successive frames. Wrong matches are discarded by bundling nearest neighbor distance.
In order to get smooth movement after stabilization, kalman filter is used for motion filtering. Since the
motion compensation vectors are estimated and smoothed, stabilized video is obtained.

(1)

(2)
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Figure 3.5 Success feature tracking rate [42]

Figure 3.6 Computational time per feature [42]

4. Research Set-up and Implementation
This chapter first illustrate the difficulties and disadvantages in existing methods. Then introduces the
specifications of the instruments and experimental procedure in detail. In order to better illustrate the
implementation procedure, pre-processing scheme on frames is first illustrated considering influential
factors such as finger movement and lack of illuminance which will affect velocity measurement. After
obtaining stabilized ROI (region of interest) video, consequent procedure for estimating capillary blood
velocity is elucidated.

4.1 Existing Problems and Difficulties
Methods and theories mention in Chapter 2 and 3 have made huge improvement in the process of
estimating nail-fold capillary blood velocity, however, there still exist many issues unsolved. Firstly, there
is no common standard in microscopy manufacture which reduces the reference value between studies.
For example, the well-chosen parameters in visualization have high probability that will not work on
other microscopes with different lens magnification. And even for the same microscope setting, different
illuminance and examiners will have noticeable influence on the results. Besides that, there is no
ground truth of calculating blood flow velocity in nail-fold capillary. In [20, 26, 44], validation of methods
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are compared with simulated video resources and in [27, 45], results are compared with different
methods.

Considering our specific case, current methods can not fit in well. The difficulties mostly lie in the
inconstant shape patterns of RBCs and similar grey value of RBC groups along the blood flow in
capillaries. This property invalid optical flow method since it is based on the assumption of unchanged
pixel values. Besides optical flow method requires high temporal and spatial resolution to perform
accurate estimation. Variable RBCs’ pattern adds difficulties for feature-based tracking methods. And
for cross-correlation method of measuring RBC velocity, the assumption that the direction of blood flow
maintains consistently in microcirculation is also invalid in our case.

4.2 Research Set-up
4.2.1 Equipment & Software

Devices and software used to capture videos in this paper are provided by Optilia which are listed as
below (Figure 4.1):

1) Medicsope(Optilia digital video capillaroscope);

2) 200x lens, 300x lens and 500x lens with LED illumination;

3) Immersion fluid contact adapter;

4) Immersion oil dropper

5)Desk-top holder for Medicsope

6) Optipix Lite (image view and capture software).

7) Testing Application

Figure 4.1 Research Equipment

Mediscope is a portable device with built-in Ring Light. It has 12 ultra bright long-life white LEDs and
intensity control (dimmer) [21]. As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, Mediscope has manual focus ring and
can modify light intensity which to some extend, can control the light reflection. Immersion oil is used for
better visualized video clips. The video captured by Mediscope are recorded by software OptiPix with
the highest resolution 2000× 1500 pixels, and the frame rate of taken video is 6 images per second. The
videos are stored on PC for further analysis.

As for the developing tool for the estimating system, algorithms were first tested under Matlab
environment and then developed using C++ with OpenCV library and Qt framework under Visual
Studio.
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4.2.2 Experiment Subject

As mentioned in Section 2.1, nail-fold is one of the most convenient and suitable region for
microcirculation examination. The video resources were taken within the blue area of nail-fold shown in
Figure 4.2. And the examinees were sitting at relax while taking videos in a room with natural
temperature (17− 23◦C) and the inspection time is controlled within half minute.

Figure 4.2 Nail-fold Detection Area

4.2.3 Physical Meaning

With different magnification of lenses, one pixel in frame presents different value in physical world. In
order to calculate capillary blood flow velocity, it is necessary to know how large one pixel is in physical
world.

According to the size of physical field of view at different magnification give by Optilia, the single pixel
size is easily calculated and shown in the table below.

Table 4.1 Physical Dimension of One Pixel in Microscopic Frame

Magnification Physical Field of View Physical Pixel Field

500x lens ~0.76 x0.57 mm (WxH) ~0.38 x0.38 um (WxH)

300x lens ~1.17 x0.88 mm (WxH) ~0.585x0.585 um (WxH)

200x lens ~1.7 x1.28 mm (WxH) ~0.85x0.85 um (WxH)

For normal capillaries, in general, 10 capillaries can be seen in one frame with the 300× magnification
lens and 6 capillaries with the 500× lens.

4.3 Research Procedure
In order to find the proper scheme for Optilia to estimate nail-fold capillary blood velocity, a whole
system is designed with the combination of frame pre-processing and velocity estimation as mentioned
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in Chapter 3. The schematic diagram with methods tested in the thesis is shown in Figure 4.3. Various
algorithms are tested in each step.

Figure 4.3 Research Schematic Diagram

4.3.1 Video Capture

Figure 4.4 Capture Video using Mediscope [21]

To capture video using Mediscope, immersion oil need applying on the nail-fold with proper amount for
better visualization of capillaries. Examiners need to modify the focus and lighting. The ideal situation is
that capillaries get sufficient illuminance and least reflection of immersion oil. For the sake of reliable
velocity estimation, resource videos are taken as stable as possible, thus desk-top holder is used which
removes the bias from examiners’ hand trembling. Illustrating in Section 2.2.1, epidermis of nail-fold is
fairly thin and capillary blood flow is easily influence, the consequently pressure on nail-fold from
Mediscope is cautiously controlled.

4.3.2 Frame Processing

Numerous factors will influence the quality of capture frames, for example, finger trembling, which can
dramatically affect the final velocity estimation due to the the lens magnification. Figure 4.5 shows two
original frames captured by Mediscope using 500x lens and 200x lens respectively with the same size
2000x1500 pixels. Though the quality of raw microscopic frames is acceptable, it is still very difficult for
further analysis. To solve this problem, pre-processing of frames was applied to enhance frame quality
pursuing better measurement of capillary blood flow velocity. As shown in Figure 4.3, two different
methods were tested in stabilization step, which differs the concrete implementation process described
in Figure 4.6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5 Original Microscopic Frames taken by (a) 500x and (b) 200x lenses

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6 Strategy of frame processing (a) Block Matching Method (b) Motion Estimation Method
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The first two steps in Figure 4.6 are the same. Firstly, each RGB color frame is decomposed into single
green channel. As mentioned in Section 3.4, green channel reveals comparatively more information of
capillary microscopic investigation considering the briefness in implementation. Figure 4.7 shows
transformation into different color space components and visually proves that green channel(Figure 4.6
(a)) provides better frame quality while the red channel image(Figure 4.6 (c)) exhibits poor quality in
contrast [33].

Figure 4.7 Green Channel(a) Blue Channel(b) Red Channel(c) Grayscale(d)

After getting monochrome frames, the second step is to apply histogram equalization to enhance the
contrast and describe capillaries in a clearer way. As illustrated in Section 3.1.2, CLAHE method is
applied instead of simple histogram equalization considering the nature of capillaroscopic images. After
testing, the frames get a good result when clip limit is set to 4. Figure 4.8 shows a sample that the
contrast has been enhanced using CLAHE.

Figure 4.8 CLAHE applied on green channel

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Then comes to the step of stabilization which aims to remove capillary shifting caused by hand shaking.
According to the theories and methods discussed in Section 3.3, block matching and motion estimation
methods offer reasonable realignment on frame sequences. In order to improve the computation time
and get better result, both methods are modified to fit the thesis project case. More details of
stabilization scheme has been illustrated in Section 4.2.3.

If motion estimating methods are applied instead of dual-windows method, there two more steps in
order to get the path of RBCs’ movement. As illustrated in Section 2.1.2, nail-fold capillaries on
microscopic frames are the presence of RBCs and average frame has to be calculated to guarantee the
completeness of a capillary. After that, a realigned binary image of capillary is ready to be extracted for
centerline of the selected capillary. The results of these two steps are shown in figure below.

Figure 4.9 Average ROI Frame (a) origin RGB frame (b) Green Channel frame (c) Binary frame (d)
Skeletonized frame (e) Centerline on original frame

4.3.3 Video Stabilization

In order to correctly identifying the nail-fold capillary blood velocity, the requirement of video
stabilization is relatively high. Thus, two main methods, block matching method and SURF feature
method are tested at this step. The working mechanism of these methods has been elucidated in
Section 3.2.and this part focuses on the adoption and implementation procedure.

Block Matching Method

For video stabilization, many different methods were tested and finally block matching algorithm is
chosen in the system. Feasibility of this method bases on two assumptions: the frames do not rotate
and the frames are not deformed which fulfills our situation since the video resource is taken as stable
as possible at one still inspection spot.

Users select one capillary with clear visualization and draw the block (ROI) outside it by mouse click and
dragging on the first frame or the k frame of video. The block we draw should contain most parts of a
capillary and contain no or less other capillaries. Then the ROI block is used as reference to search for
the neighboring area in the image of k+1 frame by criteria MSD. The ROI block is shifted with the step of
one pixel along the X axis or Y axis each time, and derive the MSD value at each shift. Then we can get
the coordinate (x’, y’) corresponding to the smallest MSD value and then motion vector can be known
for stabilization.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)
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Figure 4.10 Selection of ROI and Search Area

In order to speed up the calculation, only the area around ROI is searched to match the template
instead of the whole next frame shown in Figure 4.10. The second modification is that ROI is used as
reference for second frame. Then the matched block in new frame will become the template for next
matching. This scheme is applied for smooth stabilization. In nail-fold capillary, the vessel walls is
invisible and the visualization parts are the presence of RBC groups. They may change shape during
the flow and they have more similar shapes in consecutive frames. In that way, updating templates
achieves better result. Considering that we estimate velocity on one capillary, the stabilized ROI video
can be get directly using this method. With above modification, the stabilization method can work
real-time. The average frame of ROI video is shown in Figure 4.11 which can be used to evaluate
stabilization effect.

Figure 4.11 Average Frame of Stabilized ROI Video

SURF Feature Stabilization

Among all those feature-based methods, Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) method is chosen
considering its scale- and rotation-invariant characters as well as the capillary properties. For healthy
nail-fold capillaries, their shapes and distributions are pretty similar to each other. According to [42],
SURF has relatively better performance on computation time and method reliability among
feature-based methods.
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Interest points are first detected on successive frames (Figure 4.12). With matching points, shifting
distance and direction can be known and frames will be shifted back using the first frame as reference.
There is a great advantage of this method. If the angle of observing capillary is changed during video
recording, the bias transformation can be removed along stabilization (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.12 SURF Feature Points Detection

Figure 4.13 SURF Feature Matching

Corner features are tested for stabilization as well and the result is acceptable (Figure 4.14). The
computation time is longer than block matching method but shorter than SURF.
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4.14 Corner Feature Matching

Compared with block matching method, SURF stabilization shows a better result as shown in Figure
4.15 with the expense of computational time. Compared with block matching results, there is no delay in
playing the stabilized video during processing which means the computation time for each frame is less
than 1/6 second while SURF stabilization has visible time delays. In order to quantify the efficiency of
these two stabilization methods, the energy of absolute differences of consecutive frames are
calculated for the same video resource stabilized with these two methods respectively. The results are
shown in table below. It can be seen that SURF has smaller values which indicates better stabilization.

Table 4.2 Energy of absolute difference images

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SURF 3.63E-06 3.72E-06 3.57E-06 3.60E-06 3.78E-06 3.58E-06 3.59E-06 3.70E-06
Block Match 3.01E-05 3.42E-05 3.02E-05 3.00E-05 3.62E-05 3.19E-05 2.97E-05 3.44E-05
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
3.56E-06 3.60E-06 3.82E-06 3.58E-06 3.61E-06 3.66E-06 3.58E-06 3.59E-06 3.70E-06
3.17E-05 2.83E-05 2.98E-05 2.11E-05 3.03E-05 3.12E-05 2.99E-05 2.90E-05 3.26E-05

The main shortage of SURF method is that the result will be significantly influenced when blurred frame
appears in the middle of video resources. Generally, the blur occurs due to hand trembling which results
in capillaries unfocused. Those blurred frames will consequently lead to no sufficient matching points or
error matching with the previous or next frame. If we remove those frames with bad quality, it will change
the time interval for the following estimation of velocity. As for block matching method, one blurred frame
does not influence later frames for stabilizing. In summary, SURF method shows better accuracy while
block matching method has lower complexity and are more reliable.
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Figure 4.15 Average Frame of SURF Stabilized Video

4.3.4 Estimation of nail-fold capillary blood velocity

In this part, the final method chosen for velocity estimation is dual-window methods. Though optical flow
method has been proved working properly in paper [27], in our case, it does not lead to meaningful
results of estimation. As for other feature-based methods, the resolution of detecting region may not
high enough. The tracking method works between several pairs of successive frames but can not track
features constantly. The main reason for above problems is the limitation of frame rate of resource
videos which is 5 times smaller than that in [27]. The blood flow is a dynamic process which invalidate
unalterable features during frame sequence. Although feature tracking methods are not suitable for
RBCs movement, they have shown high accuracy in video stabilization (Section 4.2.3) and frames
stitching which is applied in nail-fold capillary panorama generation. The process, mechanism and
results of that function is explicated in Appendix A.

The main focus of this part is the procedure of implementing dual-window methods which has been
adapted according to practice. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16 Schematic Diagram for Estimating Nail-fold Capillary Blood Velocity

With stabilized ROI video, the first step is to locate two windows within the region of capillary on the first
frame. According to previous work [15, 23, 26, etc], there are several rules listed below for choosing the
center points of the dual-windows: 1) choose two points from the straight-line part of the capillary; 2)
avoid selecting two points from the upper curve of the capillary where the estimation accuracy may be
unreliable; 3) avoid choosing two points that are close to each other; 4) the observation windows should
be placed on the pathway of blood–cell flow.
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Figure 4.17 Gray level variation in three connective windows

In order to find optimized position for two windows, various size of windows and distance between
windows are tested. According to [15], the diameter of the nail-fold capillary is approximately 5-7μm.
With 500x magnification lens, the diameter is around 20 pixels. Thus, the window sizes tested are 20 by
20 (Figure 4.16(1)), 20 by 10 (Figure 4.16(2)), 20 by 5 (Figure 4.16(3)) and 30 by 30 (Figure 4.16(4)).
Figure 4.16 shows the gray level variation along time in windows with different size by sequence. It can
be seen that in Figure 4.16 (1), Window A and Window B have clear relation and distance between
these two center points are 20 pixels. That is also shown in Figure 4.16 (2), the curve of Window A is
more similar with that shape Window C and the distance between those two center points is also 20
pixel. In comparison, windows locate with the distance smaller than 20 looks too similar for estimating
time interval. In this way the third rule is proved useful.

Besides the center points distance, it is better to locate windows near or on the white area. Thus a clear
peak will be shown in intensity figure as Figure 4.18(a) and that rule does not work on red area shown in
Figure 4.18(b).

Figure 4.18 Gray level variation in Window A, B(a)

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

Window A

Window B
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Gray level variation in Window A, B(b)

In order to derive the time interval Δt automatically, cross-correlation method is applied [15]. “Cross
correlation is a standard method of estimating the degree to which two series are correlated”[46]. With
two series x(i) and y(i), where i starts from 0 to N-1, the cross correlation r at delay d can be defined as

In our case, x(i) and y(i) stand for Ga(t) and Gb(t) which are gray level variation from Window A and B
mentioned in Section 2.2. And delay d here stands for frame number of delay.

In the following formula, mx and my stand for the means of each corresponding series. If the above r is
computed for all delays, consequently it results in a cross correlation series of twice the length as the
original series[46]. Instead of starting for 0, frame delay is set form -5 to 4. In this way, blood flow
direction is determined based on window locations. If d is small than 0 where we get largest r(d) value,
it means that blood cells flow form window B to A, otherwise from A to B.

The range of r(d) lies between -1 to 1 and the bounds indicating maximum correlation and 0 indicating
no correlation. A high negative correlation also indicates a high correlation, but it is of the inverse of that
series.

The value of r(d) calculated from Figure 4.19 is shown as below.

(3)

(4)
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Figure 4.19 Cross Correlation of Window A and B

In [46], it mentions that as close as r(d) to 1, it indicates maximum correlation. In order to get more
accurate result, smoothing algorithm is applied to estimate the top of cross correlation curves [47]. The
main idea is that if the r(t) ( t belong to the range of d ) is much larger than r(d) values, then t is the delay
frame and there is no need to smooth. But if there is r(t-1) or r(t+1) that has close value to r(t), and r(t) is
the largest one, then the top of cross correlation may between r(t) and r(t-1) or r(t+1). Since 1 is the
largest value for r(t), the top is closer to the one who has smaller difference with 1 and the step size to t
is based on the ratio of two neighboring points. In this way gets optimized Δt stands for frame delay.

With known windows’ distance and time interval, capillary blood velocity can be estimated in pixel per
second. For physical meaning of velocity, the following formula can be used for calculation.

with PS stands or pixel height and width respectively of the camera used (both are same size), FR for
frame rate of the camera which is set to 6 and Mag means total optical magnification.

5. Results
For this paper, there are two results to present. First result is the testing application with a system of
algorithms measuring capillary blood velocity automatically. The concrete information of application is
attached in Appendix B. The application working scheme is shown in Figure 5.1. The system can realize
video stabilization in real-time and velocity estimation within 3 seconds. In previous two chapters, the
effect of instrument setting and the reason of selecting green channel component has been illustrated.
Two different schemes for video stabilization are discussed and feature-based method shows better
resulting performance while block matching methods can be implemented in real time with
compromising in realignment noise. According to the morphological approach and three rules for
locating the centers of two observation windows, optimized dual-windows method is adopted in system.
Thus, the video processing system is built with concrete algorithm and methods.

Figure 5.1 Capillary Blood Velocity Measuring System

(6)
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Besides system presentation, the results of nail-fold capillary blood flow velocity are also of great
importance. In order to validate the results from system , direct observation method is used for
comparison.

5.1 Results Validation
We first establish a reference value of velocity by directly naked-eye examination. As illustrated in
Chapter 2, direct observation method requires human being select the same group of RBCs in
successive frames. For this study, stabilized ROI video are extracted into frames and people using
mouse click draw a rectangle on each frame which they regard as the same area. Computer will
calculate the distance of two windows center points automatically. Then multiplying the frame rate get
the reference velocity. Then, the precision of proposed scheme is demonstrated by the average and
standard deviation of estimates. The ROI video stabilized for test shows a huge abnormal capillary
(Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 Sample frame from stabilized ROI video

In the table, estimated value is the output from system which is calculated by mean of 5 results. For the
examined capillary, blood flow velocity in arterial limb and venous limb are tested separately and it
shows that blood in arteriole moves faster than in venule which makes sense. And the data from direct
methods, they are all average value of two times inspection which aims to reduce the incidentally bias
due to the human factor.

Table 5.1 Results of Velocity

Velocity(pixel/s) arterial limb(Direct) venous limb(Direct)
1 53.3362 33.4117
2 60.1588 35.3199
3 59.1526 42.6564
4 30.8741 38.1816
5 55.9542 45.1625
6 56.1894 36.1582
7 54.9423 40.5859
8 58.1556 49.5658
9 62.584 38.7169
10 49.6581 33.4891
Mean 54.10053 39.3248
Variance 79.88148721 27.60110315
Estimated 55.3761 35.1865
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Value(Mean)

In Figure 5.3, we can see clearly that the mean value of 20 times estimation from direct method is really
close with the system outcomes. The bias lies within 5 pixels. And for arterial limb and venous limb,
though the velocity value is different, they have similar velocity trend.

Figure 5.3 Results Validation

6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion
In this paper, an automated system for measuring capillary blood flow velocity in nail-fold has been
successfully developed. This system can be used at sites in nail-fold capillary arteriole and venule
limbs for both healthy and unhealthy people. The output of system has been provided reliable compared
with direct observation method results. The system has been built into function models with a simple
test user interface.

Methods adopted in the system include contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization algorithm,
block matching algorithm, dual-windows method and smoothing algorithm. In order to better fit Optilia
product, modification in block matching and dual-window methods are applied. Despite computational
time, feature-based methods achieves a better result for stabilization, though cannot totally remove
hand trembling noise.

6.2 Future Work
Although this study has been enable to estimate the nail-fold capillary blood velocity, it has its own
limitations and there are possibilities for further investigation.

(1) Limitation from devices and software:

The largest magnificent of lens is 500x which is still not enough to inspect the movement of red blood
cells clearly. If RBCs turbulent flow could be visualized, feature-based methods may achieve more
accurate results. The video resources recorded by Optipix have the rate 6 frames per second which
limits the reliability of capillary blood velocity estimation. Interpolation methods may work with
estimating RBCs behavior of inter-frames, but also may bring in more bias.

(2) Decrease in computation time

Optipix is a commercial product, which means the waiting time will influence directly on user experience.
Thus, the complexity of computation should be as low as possible while guarantee the accuracy of final
results. Under that consideration, green channel is split for image enhancement and block matching
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algorithm is chosen for removing hand jittering noise. But in this study, we do not go further in finding
combination of color space component for better results. Thus there may be more efficient way in that
step of frame processing.

(3) Objective Analysis

In this paper, the efficiency of methods to some extend depends on naked eye observation and
subjective judgment. For instance, the final estimation results are compared with direct observation
method. Thus, objective analysis is required for further study.

(4) Create User-friendly User Interface

The main users of capillary velocity estimation function are doctors and researchers.Thus the interface
should be clear, efficient with necessary instructions.

(5) Clinical Usage

Morphology abnormalities and velocity abnormalities usually are studied separately. In [12], it indicates
that for hypertension, capillary loops enlargement is usually accompanied with other abnormal
morphology phenomenon. There may also be some links between capillary blood flow behavior with
morphology. The combination of multiple capillary properties may reveal more physical status
information for further clinical usage.
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Appendix A
Capillary panorama generation:

In order to get a holistic view of patient’s capillary distribution, capillary panorama is in need for doctors
and researchers to make further conclusion or prediction. The following figure shows the processing
steps conducted in order to get the panorama from video resources.

Figure A.1 Panorama Generation Process

The video resource for panorama is taken as the figure below while the direction of moving microscope
has no requirements. But the moving speed should be slow due to the time consumption of
capillaroscope for focusing.

Figure A.2

With the resource video, firstly, frames are extracted every ten frames. For a panorama, at least two
frames are needed. If the number of extracted frames is larger than two, then the frames are split into
green channel and applied contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization for the further process.

Surf feature descriptor is used to find interest points. The simplified procedure is applied square-shape
filter which is shown as below.

(A.1)

The Hessain matrix is used to get the determinant which is used to classify the maxima and minima of
the function by the second order derivative test.
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(A.2)

Since surf feature is scale and rotation invariant which is of great importance since the lens move and
rotate during the process of recording videos, the calculation formula is as below:

(A.3)

After applying feature descriptors on each extracted frames, matching pairs can be found by comparing
the descriptors. If no enough matching points are found, it indicates that this frame may be blurred or
does not belong to the whole panorama which will be discarded.

The first frame is set as the standard, and other frames will rotate, scale and locate according to the
information of matching pairs. In this situation, two consecutive frames will have overlay areas.

Seams between images are found since there will be jumps showing on histogram. Feature blending
method is that the alpha value of pixels around seams from two frames will be reduced and thus get an
natural panorama.

The result is shown in below. The time for the whole process of calculation is 6 second and 14 second
respectively.

Figure A.3 panorama with 7 extracted frames
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Figure A.4 panorama with 14 extracted frames
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Appendix B
Test Application Usage instruction

This application is able to realize three main functions: panorama generation, video stabilization and
RBCs velocity estimation. The interface of this application is shown as in Figure B.1 and B.2. To use
these functions, firstly, video resources need to be loaded. Once it is loaded, the first frame of video will
be shown on the window label and video information, such as video path, frame numbers and frame
rate will be displayed on the window. Users are able to choose the feature descriptor types (surf and
orb), five warp types and three blending types. The default feature type is surf, warp type is
stereographic and blend type is feature. After that, click button panorama and then the panorama is
generated. The panorama image is also outputted in .jpeg format at default folder.

For stabilization and velocity estimation, both of them need the selection of region of interest. With one
left click, nine connective squares will appear on a transparent layer over the video frame. If function
stabilization is in need, right click on the frame and a rectangle will appear whose left top is your left click
and right bottom is the right mouse click. This region could be modified with mouse clicks. After the
region being well chosen, click button stabilization. Then the label will show stabilized frame in real-time.
The stabilized video will be saved in the format of .avi.

If the RBCs velocity is on demand, load a stabilized video. Left click and then right click to choose one of
the eight surrounded rectangles which covers most of the vessel. Also try to choose the area with
obvious bloody movement. The two selected boxes can be modified afterwards. With selected
rectangles, click the button velocity estimation. The time interval and velocity will be shown in the status
box. Currently, only first 18 frames are used for cross correlation since too many frames will add
computation load and cause ambiguity.

Besides aforementioned functions, the application can also realize other functions such as playing and
stopping video.

Figure B.1
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Figure B.2


